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🔥While   @AlanDersh  asks: Are investigations of Trump
the new McCarthyism? Let’s remind everyone how he
smeared the reputations of young girls who came forward
to speak out against the sex trafficking, rape and
pedophilia by his friend Epstein🔥

Alan Dershowitz: Are investigations of Trump the new McCarthyism?
All civil libertarians today should be concerned about abuses of power by
congressional committees.

https://thehill.com/opinion/judiciary/444959-alan-dershowitz-are-investigations-of-trump…

💥You know what @AlanDersh ⁉Im sick of your BS, and I think everyone else is

too. We know what you’re doing here and it won’t end well. You will probably be

disbarred because of this👇
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@AlanDersh unfortunately for you, a federal judge ruled that 
the non-prosecution agreement that you helped create violated 
the Crime Victims Rights Act, which requires that victims be 
apprised of all plea deals. So I guess you will be disbarred

Alan Dershowitz @AlanDersh
Pulitzers shouldn't encourage fake news and false “me too” 
accusations. Don't give the prize to @MiamiHerald for its uncritical 
reliance on a proven liar as its principal source and it unwillingness to 
publish evidence that undercut its 
source.gatestoneinstitute.org/14003/pulitzer…

390 12:41 AM - Apr 4, 2019

177 people are talking about this

🤔I’m just kind of curious why some ‘random’ young girl would claim she had sex w

@AlanDersh and Epstein in a deposition - UNLESS it happened. Why would she
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name ‘YOU’ of all the people in the world⁉You aren’t fooling anyone. We know why

certain people cover for pedophiles🔥

💥BOOM💥@AlanDersh - You should have RECUSED yourself from representing

Epstein because YOU were ACCUSED OF CHILD RAPE and MOLESTATION by

Epstein’s VICTIMS‼ 
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Dershowitz depositions: Doesn’t like massages- had one @ 
Epstein’s house, didn’t like it, told wife, she schedules co-
massages, goes alone
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• • •

🔥You and @SecretaryAcosta gave yourselves immunity from prosecution - but that’s

not going to hold up- because YOU were accused of perpetuating the crime‼ You can’t

“pardon” yourselves‼ 
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Replying to @kelly2277

 Remember light sentence Epstein received 4 sexually 
abusing minors via @AlanDersh @SecretaryAcosta Look who 
got IMMUNITY  WHY? SUSPICIOUS
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